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Caren D. Crawley

 

 by Taboola Promoted Links 

By Ken Sturtz | ksturtz@syracuse.com 
Follow on Twitter 
on September 24, 2015 at 10:42 PM

 

DRYDEN, N.Y. -- A man is accused of having several grams of marijuana and a Taser in

his car during a traffic stop, the New York State Police said.

Caren D. Crawley, 22, of Cortland, was charged with fourth-

degree criminal possession of a weapon, unlawful possession

of marijuana and failing to stop at a stop sign.

State police said Crawley was pulled over just after 4 p.m.

Tuesday on Livermore Road in the town of Dryden. He is

accused of not stopping at a stop sign.

During the traffic stop the trooper smelled the odor of

marijuana and searched the vehicle. State police said the

trooper found 2.4 grams of marijuana and a Terminator Ultra

High Voltage Taser.

Crawley was issued appearance tickets for Dryden Town Court and released.

Cortland County man had drugs, Taser in his car,
state police say
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Are you kidding me? This guy better be guilty of something worse to get his photo in the paper
and arrested for a few grams of pot. Insanity!

Reply

5 days agobrashfelky

@alaskanna  Yeah, read illegal Taser! Actually, I'm surprised they released him after
finding the Taser.

Reply

2.4 grams... whoa, major bust right there. 

Reply

Of course a guy named Caren is going to turn to drugs. It's his parents fault. Did they try to
butch it up by using a "C" instead of a "K""?

Reply

Don't taze my weed, bro! 

Reply

There is a shocker. A 22 year old with marijuana in his car. Sheesh...

Reply

Glad to see another pothead bite the dust. 

Reply

5 days ago
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cicerojimmy

jusmorecrap

independent

@Sunday Matinee

Why?

Reply

5 days ago

5 days ago

Way2MuchGov

Zevon

@cicerojimmy Because potheads are capable of unspeakable acts of
violence...towards bags of Doritos.

Reply

5 days agoowsleygdf

@Way2MuchGov @cicerojimmy hahahahahah.....legalize 

Reply

@cicerojimmy How about because someone driving around in a motor
vehicle with his brain impaired is a danger to all of us? In this case,
someone who wishes to carry a taser, as well? Yeah, it's good to see this
azz whole bite the dust.

Reply

5 days agocicerojimmy

@Zevon @cicerojimmy

Yea, I agree with the taser part and the stop sign. I was talking
about marijuana in general. A lot of people smoke marijuana,
even when they are driving a vehicle. I am not a pot smoker, so
I am not aware of how impaired they are when drinking (from a
personal experience.) I don't know how I feel about that issue
yet. I do think that marijuana should be legal. Whether one
should be able to drive a vehicle, I don't know. I do know
"many" people that smoke and drive their vehicles. It seems like
all of them have no problems driving and are not impaired but
maybe some do. No different than people that leave the bar
after only having one or two alcoholic beverages. So maybe it is
time for legalizing marijuana, with restrictions (just like alcohol).

Reply

@Sunday Matinee People don't die from smoking pot. Now let's talk
alcohol....death, violence and property destruction! Let's keep cheering that on eh?

Reply

@Sunday Matinee  yeah, we need to waste more money on some one smoking a
joint,

Reply
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